
Hello my Beautiful Earth Angels,

Last weekend I moved from a home I deeply loved. 
It holds many beautiful memories for me. The owners of the home are moving back
in. This house has blessed me with such a beautiful space to live and work, and to
do my radio shows of empowerment. All that energy is within its walls now. 
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And I am off to my new adventure. It was a strange time to move. I tell you,
however, with every step I took and every box I packed, I knew I was leaving
behind the Old and stepping into the New. I am home now in my new, cozy,
and beautiful home that I love, just in time for the summer solstice and
upcoming Solar Eclipse.

RELEASE THE "I CAN’T" WITH THIS UPCOMING SOLAR ECLIPSE

"I can't do this. It's too much."

Yes, you CAN! When you incarnated here you said, "I got this."
You have accomplished so much, it's totally crazy! You can rise above any
human limitations, and you've signed up to make the world a better place. No
more war, no more rape, no more violence...
You signed for a thousand years of peace on this planet. Don't fool
yourself. Don't sell yourself short. I believe in you. It takes just one person to
believe in you until you, yourself, also do. 
I love shining the spotlight on people. 

Please take a look at this live Facebook video I did a year ago. 
"BE THE STAR THAT YOU ARE AND STEP OUT OF THE SHADOW INTO
THE LIGHT”

In this video you're going to see me in my full passion, and with my full
and open heart, excited about sharing my love and timeless wisdom. I
apologize, for the video quality isn't good. But the message is great and
perfectly fitting for today.

Now is the time to be open to the unlimited ways that miracles can show
up for you.
In ways that you could've never planned out. The Universe, God, Source and
Spirit all have your back, and the best thing to do now is to remain open.
Remain open to any intuitive guidance you may receive. Trust that you know
what to do. Trust that you will...
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This time period is calling on you to use your free will in order to claim
your power, be autonomous, and stand in your sovereignty. I am
reminding you that you are not a victim, and that you already have everything
you need right inside of you. While it's easy to be discouraged by the outside
world, it takes more courage to override that discouragement; with your free
will and your choice to rise above it. You are being called to step into your
highest expression; calling for "all hands on deck". 
Your sole mission, your sole independence is meant to rise out of
suffering; rising up out of the Old World and coming into the 5D, Heaven
on Earth, to create your own version of paradise.

Step into your authentic power! Stand open to the universe!

Ask Spirit, Soul, Source to show you...
Who am I now?
What's next for me?
What's new for me?
Show me the way...  

Sometimes the best road to take is the one you make.

You are a miracle worker ~ and have come so far.

May we cherish each moment we have with each other. Better yet, may we
walk the talk and show each other the love we feel for one another through our
actions of taking the time to water our flowers and nurture our souls.

MY DEFINITION OF HOME.

The physical body is my home – it houses my spirit. It’s my responsibility to
love, nurture and care for this home by thinking positive thoughts, by allowing
my physical body to feel all of my emotions, releasing all old suppressed
limiting feelings, and by nurturing my body with foods, vibrations, and water
that support a thriving environment.



The house my physical body lives in, is a building that is a structure called
“home” where I create an environment for my physical body to experience,
rest, laughter, music, nurturing, honoring, peace, friendship, feeling loved and
cared for, sexually alive, creatively inspired in harmony, and relaxed at home.

This building called my “home,” is standing on the earth which is also my
home. It is so bountiful, so vibrant, so sensual, and so full of abundance, so full
of prosperity, so full of beauty, and plenty of goodwill. This home is also my
responsibility – to be a good steward, infusing it with positive thoughts and
emotions, to take positive actions and spread as much peace, JOY, love and
light to all. I rejoice in the embodiment of my creative soul as she expresses
her infinite expressions of love, allowing her body to thrive, to feel, and create,
living in harmony with the earth. All of these homes live within me, it all starts
with me – living from the inside out.

Harmoniously yours,
Kornelia

“What does Home mean to YOU?”

Being Sovereign, The New Human



Check out this video I did on Being Sovereign, The New Human.
 At 49:40 Debbra asked me what do I believe the world needs.

Then Subscribe, Like, and Share to My YouTube Channel Right HERE
so that you never miss any of our life enriching content!

P.S. We love it when you make comments under the videos.

VISIT FACEBOOK

VISIT INSTAGRAM

VISIT YOUTUBE
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